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RETURN TO PLAY PLAN 

May 2020 
 

The Return to Play Plan include a Practice Protocol, a COVID19 Checklist, the AIM Re-
Opening Plan, the USAV Return to Play Guidelines, and the Return to Play Liability 
Waiver.  The purpose of these documents is to keep our players and coaches as SAFE as 

possible during the Re-Start of our team practices during COVID19 restrictions.    
 

The primary objectives during this Return to Play period are: 1) to keep a low risk 
environment for our players and coaches during their training; and 2) provide our players 
with an emotional and physical outlet during these extraordinary times.   

 
We will follow a Phase-In progression approach to Re-Start practices in a safely manner.  

This Phase-In approach will allow the number of players/teams to be increased in a 
weekly basis, starting with one on one training, then slowly increasing the number of 
players per court until we reach the maximum number of players allowed on each court 

(12 players).  
 

Team practices will initially start with 2 or 3 groups of players for each Team (4-6 players 
per court) divided into 2 segments of 30-45 minutes per group.   
 

Practices will have a protocol to Enter and Exit the facility (AIM).  In addition, a 
TRANSITION period of 10-20 minutes between practices will be enforced to allow players 

enough time to enter and exit the facility (AIM) without any interference from other 
players/teams/coaches.  Only players practicing/training at their scheduled time will be 

allowed in the facility (AIM).  No other players nor spectators will be allowed to enter.  
 
This plan will be updated as needed to mitigate risks and enhance safety measures.  

 
All Practices will be VOLUNTARY and OPTIONAL for our players and coaches during this 

period. 
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Seal Beach PRACTICES PROTOCOL 
 

 
ARRIVAL & DROP OFF 
 - Arrive at AIM at least 15 minutes before scheduled practice time 

 - Players that drive themselves will park on the WEST side of AIM and walk to the 
Check-In designated area at the Main Entrance on the SOUTH end of AIM 

 - Players can stay in their cars until is time to line-up at the Check-In lines (10-15 
minutes before practice) while practicing social distance (please observe floor marks) 
   - Players must put their shoes and knee pads while they are in the car 

 - Players can ONLY ACCESS AIM using the SOUTH end Main Entrance 
 - Parents that want to stay for practice must park on the WEST Side Parking Lot 

 
 
 CHECK-IN & SCREENING 

 - Players will form lines by TEAMS at the designated Check-In area at the Main 
Entrance on the SOUTH end outside AIM 

 - Players must maintain proper social distance (6 feet marks on the floor) 
 - Players must be wearing Face Coverings  
 - Players will submit their Return to Play Liability Waiver to SBVBC personnel 

 - Players will be screened and ask the following questions: 
 Are you experiencing any COVID19 symptoms? (fever, cough, etc.) 

 Have you been exposed to a family member or friend with COVID19? 
 Have you traveled by Air or Internationally within last 15 days? 

 - AIM personnel must take the player’s temperature outside the South Entrance 
before entering AIM. If temperature is 100 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, the player will 
not be allowed into the facility. 

 - Players that show up late to their scheduled practice time, must wait until all 
other teams have complete the entry protocol before they can enter the gym. 

 
 
ENTERING AIM FACILITY 

 - Coaches will lead their respective teams into AIM in a sequential manner.  
Sequence of teams to enter the facility will be by court designation.  Team practicing on 

court #3 will enter first, then court #6, then court #1 and then court #4.  Players will 
maintain proper physical distance (6 feet marks on the floor) while approaching the 
entrance at the South Doors of AIM.  Players must wear a face cover while entering AIM.   

 
 - Players will proceed to a Hand Sanitation Station located at Entrance Hall to 

sanitize their hands and up to elbows before entering into their designated court  
 - Players will follow their coach to the team’s designated court following floor/wall 
direction markers  

 - Players must place their water bottle and car keys on the floor alongside the wall 
next to their designated court station and tie their face covering to their bottle if not used 

during practice.  Face cover must remain attached to water bottle during practice.   
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TRAINING 
 - Players will have the option to remove their Face Coverings to start training 

 - Players will have the option to use gloves if choose 
 - No benches, no bleachers, no scoreboards will be allowed on the courts  
 - Team groups will start practices and REMAIN on their designated court during 

their practice.  Initial practice plans for each team will be similar in format and drills 
based on age and level.  Team groups composition may be based by positions (i.e. OHs & 

DS, or MBs & Setters, etc.)   
 - Training time for each group will be initially between 30-45 minutes depending 
on the Phase and time to enter and exit the facility  

 - Players must avoid hand-shakes or high-fives during practices.  Avoid floor 
contact as much as possible. 

 - Courts will be secured by mesh dividers to avoid balls crossing into other courts 
 - Volleyballs will be sanitized after every practice or if they cross into other courts 
 - Players must sanitize their hands as often as they can and every time they take a 

water break and return to the court using Hand Sanitizer Stations around the courts. 
 - Practices will end at the same time and will be announced by a whistle   

 
 

EXITING AIM FACILITY 
 - Players must exit the AIM by teams ONLY through the NORTH side door next to 
court #3.  The sequence to exit the facility will by courts using a clockwise pattern.  First 

to exit will be team/players from court #3, then court #6, then court #4, then court #1. 
 - Players and Coaches must sanitize their hands before exiting AIM.  Players must 

take their water bottles, car keys and face covers. 
 - Players will exit AIM individually and proceed directly to their cars on the NORTH 
side with NO social gatherings for pick-up or WEST parking lot for those players driving. 

 - Coaches must sanitize their 6 volleyballs and cart assigned to the court with 
disinfectant spray or wipes and AIM personnel will clean the court with a swiffer type 

mop before the next practice can start. 
 
 

CAPACITY 
 - Maximum number of players/coaches allowed in the facility (AIM) will be based on 

current government guidelines such as ratio of people to space or percentage of our 

occupancy capacity.  This number could fluctuate from a minimum of 12 players and up 50 

players.  This number will be determined prior to start of practices. 

 - Initial maximum number of teams allowed to practice at the same time will be four 

 - Initial courts to be used will be courts #1, #3, #4, and #6.  Courts #2 and #5 will be 

considered for one-one privates only if it meets occupancy ratio allowance requirements.  

 - Practices Schedules will be announced on a Weekly basis instead of Monthly 
 - Practices Schedules will follow typical days and times, and additional days/time 

slots may be added as permitted (mornings and early afternoons) 
 Tuesdays & Thursdays from 4-10 pm 
 Wednesdays from 4-8 pm 

 Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays may be added as needed 
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SAFETY 
 - Social Distance Spacing 

 Players, Coaches and AIM Staff must keep a 6-feet distance as much 
as possible 

 - In case of an injury 

 Coach will disinfect hands and keep their face covering before helping 
or attending player 

 Parents or Legal Guardian will be notified 
 Isolate players on her court station to maintain safe social distance 
 Clean and disinfect per protocol as necessary 

 - Symptoms 
 If a player exhibits any illness or COVID19 symptoms, a Club 

Director or AIM Manager on site will be notified.  Director will contact 
the Parents or Legal Guardian. 

 Player will be isolated and walk out the facility until is picked up by 

Parent or Legal Guardian. 
 AIM will initiate their cleaning and disinfectant protocol 

 Players and coaches will remain safely distanced 
 

 - Positive Testing 
 Should a player, coach or AIM staff test and confirmed to be positive 

with COVID19, everyone in their area (AIM) will be notified.  

Appropriate next steps will then be taken by the local Health 
Department. 

 Follow the recommended protocol by CDC 
 - Reminders 

 Protocols and Guidelines are Mandatory 

 Violators of Seal Beach and AIM Safety Protocols or Guidelines will not 
be allowed to participate 

 Remember we value the safety and well-being of all participants 
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AIM Facility Re-Opening Plan ( WEBSITE PDF) 

USAV Return to Play Guidelines 

Return to Play Release of Liability Waiver (WEBSITE PDF) 

https://www.teamusa.org/usa-volleyball/features/usa-volleyball-response-on-coronavirus
https://www.teamusa.org/usa-volleyball/features/usa-volleyball-response-on-coronavirus
https://www.teamusa.org/usa-volleyball/features/usa-volleyball-response-on-coronavirus
Ronald
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